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Discussion

Dr J. Marton

	

I would like to comment on the Z-directional distribution
of vessel segments in paper made on Fourdrinier papermachines . Unlike the
handsheets of Dr Higgins, the machine-made papers usually are two-sided .
It is a well-known problem that the top side of the sheet is more involved in
vessel segment picking troubles than the wire side . Vessel segment picking is
especially disturbing when making hardwood-based offset paper .
A still widely held belief has been that the vessel elements float on to the

top side while the sheet is being formed on the wire, just as there is an accu-
mulation of ash in this direction . Byrd & Fahey (Forest Prod.J., 1969) found,
however, more vessel elements surprisingly in the wire side of the sheet . If I
remember correctly, they investigated unfilled hardwood furnishes . Thus, the
question remains why the top side releases more vessel segments if their
number is, in fact, larger on the opposite side of the sheet .
Most printing papers contain fillers to achieve desired optical properties .

We investigated paper rawstock made on Fourdrinier machines with speeds
ranging 700-1 500 ft/min ; the grammage of the rawstock ranged 35-
55 lb/ream . The fibre furnish contained hardwood (2/3) and pine (1/3) bleached
fibres . Since the desired level of ash in the sheet was around 10 per cent, the
headbox furnish could have contained about 25 per cent pigment and, in
addition, about 30 per cent cellulose fines . Thus, an actual furnish contains
less than 50 per cent of fibre.

1 mgfurnish contains
7 500

	

hardwood fibres
750

	

pine fibres
60

	

vessel fragments
15-20

	

oak vessel elements
0-23 mg

	

pigments
0-27 mg

	

cell fines

Sheets from five different machines were split into two parts on a Beloit
splitter, ash was determined in the splits, fibre content and vessel segments
were counted on a slide by the usual microscope technique . The felt side
splits usually contained 2-3 times as much ash as the wire side parts . The
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amount of vessel segments proved to be, however, identical in both top and
wire side parts (see Table 1) .

In general, 1 mg of the actual headbox furnish (about 0-5 mg fibres) con-
tained around 8 000 hardwood and 800 pine fibres, a good number of dis-
integrated vessel fragments and around 60 largely untouched potentially
harmful, mostly oak vessel segments . Even though the great majority of the
vessel elements had been disintegrated during refining, there would be
hundreds of thousands of potentially harmful vessel segments on the paper
surface contacting the tacky printing forme on a press . Even a few picks are
judged as unacceptable, thus the vessel elements must be bonded in the sheet
with better than 99 per cent efficiency in order to pass the mill quality control
test .

I suggest the following explanation for the lower surface strength and
inferior vessel segment pick resistance of the top (felt) side . It has been
demonstrated by several authors that ash distribution exhibits a very skewed
form (towards the felt side) in machine-made (Fourdrinier) papers . A typical
ash distribution curve is presented in Fig. I . A rawstock that has an average
10 per cent ash content may have only 5 per cent ash in the wire side surface
layer, but over 15 per cent ash in the felt side layer, directly in contact with

Fig. I
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the printing plates . The fillers are adsorbed on fibre surfaces, physically
preventing fibre-to-fibre contact . The more filler, the more extensive this
debonding effect . The reduced inter~ibre bonding also means weakened bond-
ing between fibre and vessel element . We propose that the increased vessel
segment picking potential of the top (felt) side of the sheet is not caused by
any increase in the number of vessel segments present in the felt side layer
(compared with the wire side), but the surface pick resistance weakens because
of the increased ash content on the felt side effecting debonding between fibre
and vessel segments in the top side layer. The practical solutions sought
must then counteract this effect .

TABLE 1-VESSEL SEGMENTS AND ASH IN THE SPLITS
(Beloit sheet splitter)

Total number of
vessel elements

	

Oak elements
andfragments

	

and fragments

	

Distri-

* Mean values of 10 splits

Dr J . Mardon There is another possible explanation for Dr Marton's
findings . In the press, the total pressure is made up of the hydraulic pressure
and the compaction pressure of the sheet . The total pressure must remain the
same as the sheet passes through the nip . The hydraulic pressure has to
change : it is greatest on the bare roll side, least on the side of the sheet in
contact with the felt . Therefore, the compaction pressure is greater on the
side against the felt than that on the bare roll, so it may be that Dr Marton's
sheets come more compacted on one side than on the other, owing to the
pressure gradient in the nip .

Dr Marton

	

Differential sheet compaction may have some effect that may
be of more significance in unfilled sheets . Our conclusion is based on a quite
detailed study of different variables with filled sheets . A most convincing one
is the observation that, by increasing the specific surface area of the chosen
filler (at constant filler load), we can increase the debonding effect and,
correspondingly, the pick number strongly increases . This behaviour can
hardly be explained by a compaction hypothesis .
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3 45 1-2 :1 51 37 15 12 1-4 :1 5-9 0-6 :1
5 58 1-1 :1 53 52 12 14 1 :1 8 . 3 0-6 :1
8 39 0-6 :1 60 62 20 18 1 :1 9 .6 0-3 :1
9 32 0-9 :1 73 65 21 19 1-1 :1 10 . 2 0-4 :1






